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Abstract: The problem of temperature variation in mass concrete construction is a crucial problem
in civil engineering. The problems of the temperature field, damaged areas, and the cracking of the
structure during the construction process of concrete pouring are analyzed in this paper. An elastic
and damaged constitutive model for concrete and a fully coupled analysis method for analyzing the
temperature-stress field was proposed to simulate and predict the construction process of a concrete
structure in a metro station. The influence of different concrete compositions and material properties
was not taken into account in this study. The results show that the temperature-stress complete
coupling analysis method can be applied to the calculation and analysis of cracking in a concrete
structure that is caused by internal temperature variations during the pouring process of complex
concrete structures. An efficient method and research approach is proposed by this study to analyze
the damage and cracking issues caused by temperature changes during the pouring process of
concrete structures in metro stations. The area and extent of the damage and cracking during the
construction can be predicted and evaluated, and a reference for metro station construction and
operation is proposed.

Keywords: concrete structure of a metro station; temperature stress; thermal-mechanical analysis;
cracking prediction

1. Introduction

The metro station is one of the most important portions of the construction of under-
ground rail transit [1]. It is expensive and difficult to renovate and restore the integrity of
the structure due to the internal and surface cracking of concrete structures. For mass con-
crete, the main factor affecting concrete cracking is temperature change. The temperature
change mainly generates concrete temperature cracks during construction or operation pe-
riods. Thermal stress will be generated inside the concrete structure due to the temperature
difference and the deformation limitation during the metro station construction. The cracks
may occur when the structure’s internal tensile stress exceeds the concrete material’s tensile
limit [2,3]. Water seepage can easily occur when the concrete structure of the metro station
is cracked, which leads to the steel bar corrosion and reduces the reinforced concrete’s
strength, thus endangering the operation safety of the metro station and affecting the ser-
vice life of the concrete. The damage and cracks of concrete structures in subway stations
are also affected by many factors, such as the distribution of the temperature field and the
constraints of the foundation, as well as the constant change in concrete thermodynamic
properties in the construction process. Cracks may also appear during the operation period
of the metro station, endangering the safe operation of subway stations [4]. Figure 1 shows
a crack in the concrete structure of a metro station. Studying the temperature-stress field
caused by heat generation in the concrete pouring process and the corresponding treatment
measures are necessary.
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Figure 1. Photograph of the cracked concrete structure in a metro station in Xi’an China.

Many scholars have studied the temperature stress of mass concrete [3]. Hydration
reactions and heat release will occur during the solidification process of the mass concrete;
however, heat dissipation is difficult and slow. The heat and temperature of mass concrete
structures increase with the increase in cement content in the process of pouring. Moreover,
the mass concrete structure is prone to damage and cracks due to the rapid rise in the
internal temperature of mass concrete, which seriously affects the durability and safety of
the structure. The rise and fall of the internal temperature of the mass concrete structure
will cause the expansion and contraction of the concrete, and tensile stress will be generated
during the pouring period of concrete, causing concrete cracking, which may continue to
appear in the future. The influence of the temperature shrinkage stress of mass concrete on
cracking and leakage was analyzed, and the calculation formula of temperature shrinkage
stress, crack spacing, and crack width was obtained [5]. The calculation results of an
engineering example demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed method. The temperature
field and the tensile or compressive stress of a typical dam section of a hydropower
station were calculated at different time points during the pouring period of concrete
by taking the actual materials and cooling measures into consideration [6,7]. The study
results showed that the increment in concrete strength under given conditions is much
smaller than the actual situation. If no obvious temperature stress cracks appear after
long-term observations after concrete placement, construction should progress according
to expectations. The results are of great significance in further predicting the concrete
temperature over different periods and studying the effect of temperature control measures.
By taking the initial conditions, thermal parameters, boundary conditions, and the influence
of reinforcement on the temperature stress of concrete into account, a thermodynamic
model was established by researchers [8–10]. The effects of environmental factors on the
peak temperature, temperature fluctuation amplitude, and maximum temperature stress
of massive concrete were analyzed via in situ observations and numerical methods. The
temperature of concrete will reduce with wind speed increases, but the causes of leaks and
cracks in the side walls of metro stations will also increase. The prevention of leakage in
the side walls can be obtained from the aspects of concrete forming conditions, the heat
of hydration, and the seepage treatment of the side walls. This method better controls
the generation of cracks in the side walls of metro stations [11–13]. Many researchers
used a numerical method to establish a three-dimensional stress field–temperature field
coupling mechanical model for the pouring process of mass concrete structures [14]. The
thermal stress–strain relationship at different locations was obtained by comparing it with
the monitoring data, offering suggestions for further construction. The variation rule of
an early temperature field and early shrinkage of a metro station floor was analyzed via
experiments and the finite element method [15]. The optimized anti-crack measures for the
floor in the early stages were also studied by researchers [16].

Concrete damage problems are usually analyzed and studied using the elastoplastic
and damaged constitutive model. The sequential coupling method is a common analytical
method for the problem of temperature stresses on mass concrete. The temperature field
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is solved first; then, the stress field is solved by applying the volume load to the model.
However, the numerical method requires iterative calculation; it is not easy to converge
the analysis of coupled field problems [17,18]. The fully coupled analysis method (FCAM)
of the temperature and stress fields and a numerical method are used in this paper to
analyze the temperature and stress field simultaneously; the damaged and cracked area
of a concrete structure in a metro station during its construction period was calculated
and determined. By determining the damage caused by temperature stress, the accessible
cracking area of the concrete structure of the metro station can be predicted, and a reference
for metro station construction and operation is proposed.

2. Methods and Theories
2.1. Theory of Concrete Temperature Field Analysis

The thermal cracking of concrete in the process of pouring belongs to the thermal-
mechanical coupling problem, in which the thermal part is the transient heat conduction
problem, and the damage or fracture of the concrete is the mechanical problem. Generally,
the finite element method (FEM) and other numerical methods are used to calculate and
analyze the thermal-mechanical problem of the concrete structure. In this paper, the elastic
damaged constitutive model and thermo-mechanical coupling method of FCAM are used
to study the damage and fracture caused by temperature stress. The heat of hydration and
the temperature variation in the concrete structure over time both belong to the unstable
temperature field T = T(X, Y, Z, τ). The heat conduction equation of the three-dimensional
unstable temperature field of concrete can be formulated as follows:

∂T
∂τ

= α(
∂2T
∂x2 +

∂2T
∂y2 +

∂2T
∂z2 ) +

Q
cρ

(1)

By taking the action of the hydration heat of cement into account, the temperature
rising rate of the concrete structure under adiabatic conditions is as follows:

∂θ

∂τ
=

Q
cρ

=
Wq
cρ

(2)

Therefore, the heat conduction equation can be rewritten as:

∂T
∂τ

= α(
∂2T
∂x2 +

∂2T
∂y2 +

∂2T
∂z2 ) +

∂θ

∂τ
(3)

where T is the temperature of concrete (◦C); α is the temperature conductivity coefficient
of concrete (m2·h); τ is the age of concrete (h); θ is the adiabatic temperature rise in the
concrete (◦C); Q is a unit of time: the heat released per unit of cement (kJ/(m3·d)); c is
the specific heat (kJ/(kg·◦C)); ρ is the density (kg/m3); W is the cement dosage (kg); q is
the heat of hydration of the cement (kJ/kg); λ is the thermal conductivity of concrete; β is
the equivalent heat exchange coefficient of the concrete surface (kJ/m·h·◦C); Ta indicates
the ambient temperature (◦C). At the same time, in general, the initial temperature is
considered to be a constant: T = T(x, y, z, 0) == constant, and the temperature field T = T(x,
y, z, τ) also needs to satisfy the following five boundary conditions:

(1) Initial condition of concrete structure: T(x, y, z, τ) = T0(x, y, z);
(2) Concrete surface temperature is a function of time, i.e., T(x, y, z, τ) = Tτ ;
(3) The heat flux of the concrete surface is a known function of time, i.e., −λ( ∂T

∂n ) = q(τ);
(4) The surface heat flow of the concrete is proportional to the difference between the

surface temperature of the concrete and the air temperature, i.e., −λ( ∂T
∂n ) = β(T− Ta);

(5) The temperature and heat flow on the contact surface is continuous when the contact
between different solids is under complete closure, i.e., T1 = T2, λ1

∂T1
∂n = λ2

∂T2
∂n.
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2.2. Damaged Constitutive Relationship for Concrete

The strength and constitutive relationship of concrete materials have been studied for
a long time. The strength of concrete, which belongs to quasi-brittle materials, is sensitive to
the damage of internal microcracks. Therefore, the damage due to internally microcracked
concrete is also a key factor in concrete structure construction. A damaged constitutive
relationship suit for quasi-brittle materials, e.g., concrete, was established and imported in
the FEM code of ABAQUS by Ma [19,20]. The linear elasticity and damaged constitutive
relationship can be expressed in the following simplified form:

σ = (1− d) · σ = (1− d)De
0 : ε (4)

where De
0 is the initial undamaged material matrix; (1− d)De

0 is the material matrix after
damage; d is the damage variable; σ is the effective stress, and ε is the strain matrix.
The value of the damage variable d ranges from 0 (undamaged material) to 1(completely
damaged material). Damage is associated with the failure mechanism of concrete (cracking
and crushing), thus resulting in a reduction in elastic stiffness. In the context of scalar
damage, stiffness degradation is isotropic and characterized by the damage variable d.
Following the general concept of continuous damage mechanics, Cauchy stresses are
related to the effective stresses by scalar degradation relations. Damage variable d can be
determined by the damage evolution equation as follows:

d =
[
1− (ε̃)a]/[1 + (ε̃)a] (5)

where ε̃ is the equivalent strain and can be calculated by the following equation:

ε̃ =

(
ε0

εmax

)(
εu − εmax

εu − ε0

)
(6)

where ε0 is the initial damage threshold, and εu is the failure strain. εmax is the maximum
tensile or compressive strain. εmax can be evaluated from the incremental form of the
maximum principal strain ε1 in tension and minimum principal strain ε3 in compression.
The parameter a is the main control coefficient for the damage evolution equation. The
value of the equivalent strain ε̃ cannot be reduced. Assuming that the value of parameter a
is different, the relationship between the damage variable d and equivalent strain ε̃ in the
damage evolution process is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Curves of damage evolution equation.

The stress state weight function r(σ) determines the proportions of tensile damage
dt and compressive damage dc. The damage variable d is determined by dt, dc, and r(σ).
The damage variables dt and dc can predict the failure mechanisms of cracking (tension
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damage) and crushing (compression damage), respectively. Therefore, the formula for
damage degradation variable d can be expressed as follows:

d = 1− [1− r(σ)dt][1− (1− r(σ))dc] (7)

r(σ) =
3

∑
i=1
〈σi〉/

3

∑
i=1
|σi|, 0 ≤ r(σ) ≤ 1 (8)

where the stress state weight function r(σ) = 1 when all of the principal stresses σi (σ1, σ2,
σ3) are positive; r(σ) = 0 if σi are negative; <·> are the Macauley parentheses (e.g., <x> =
(|x|+x)/2). Through the secondary development interface, the concrete constitutive model
is programmed as a subroutine in ABAQUS code. The thermal-mechanical damage consti-
tutive model of concrete was written in FORTRAN code as a user subroutine and loaded
into the FEM code ABAQUS through the subroutine interface UMATHT. The secondary
development interface of ABAQUS consists of UMATHT, FILM, UMAT, and SPRINC sub-
routines [21]. In this paper, UMATHT is used to define the internal heat generation, thermal
conductivity, and specific heat of the concrete. The FILM subroutine is used to simulate
the third boundary condition of the temperature field. The UMAT subroutine is used to
simulate the variation in the elastic modulus, tensile strength, compressive strength, and
damage definition. The stress renewal function, etc., and the principal stresses and strains
are calculated via the SPRINC subroutine [22].

3. Calculation and Analysis
3.1. Engineering Background

The analysis of heat generation, thermal stress, and cracking during the concrete
pouring and construction process belongs to the thermo-mechanical coupling problem.
The different concrete compositions, e.g., aggregates, cement, additives, and admixtures,
have a significant influence on the heat generation, thermal stress, and cracking of concrete
structures [5]. However, when considering the cost, process, and technology of engineering
construction, thermal stress, and temperature control technology, e.g., cooling technology,
is widely used [23,24]. The influence of different concrete compositions, e.g., aggregates,
cement, additives, and admixtures, were not taken into account in this study. The thermal
and mechanical properties of concrete were tested and detected by the engineers of the
Xi’an Metro Line 2 project. Numerical methods (i.e., finite element method) were widely
used to solve and analyze concrete damage problems using the elastoplastic and damaged
constitutive models. In this paper, a linear elasticity and damaged constitutive model and
a thermo-mechanical method using FCAM were used to study the damage and fracture
distribution of the concrete metro station caused by temperature stress. The purpose of
this paper is to provide a simple method and efficient research approach for analyzing the
damage and cracking caused by temperature variations during the pouring of concrete
structures in the metro station. Multifield coupling and a typical section of the concrete
structure of a metro station were used to analyze the temperature field and stress field of
the concrete structure of a metro station during the construction period and to find the
most vulnerable crack location in the metro station, with the aim of reducing or avoiding
crack generation in concrete.

A metro station on the northern extension line of Metro Line 2 in Xi’an was used in
this paper as the engineering case. The northern section of Line 2 is close to a river (Wei
River). The foundation’s bottom layer is complex, and the groundwater level is high, so it
is unsuited for crack resistance in its concrete segments. Groundwater is slightly corrosive
to concrete structures and is slightly corrosive to the rebar in reinforced concrete structures
in alternating wet and dry environments. The groundwater depth in this area is about
10–15 m. The annual groundwater level variation is about 1–3 m. The lateral runoff and
atmospheric precipitation influence the recharge of the groundwater. The discharge of the
groundwater includes runoff discharge, artificial extraction, and evaporation.
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3.2. FEM Model

The problem of thermal stress and fractures in the concrete of the metro station was
analyzed by using the cartesian co-ordinate system. The vertical direction follows the Y-axis
and the downward direction is negative. The implicit thermal-mechanical coupling module
of the FEM code in ABAQUS was used to analyze the problem. The three-dimensional
model of the metro station for numerical analysis is shown in Figure 3. The standard width
of a section in the Xi’an Metro Line 2 is 19.9 m; the floor height is 6.5 m, the floor thickness
is 0.9 m, the middle plate thickness is 0.4 m, the roof thickness is 0.9 m, and the columns
are 0.8 m × 1.3 m. The foundation soil around the metro station has certain constraints
and heat exchanges on the concrete metro station; therefore, the three-dimensional mode’s
dimensions were determined as 50 m (width)× 33.7 m (depth). The thickness of the backfill
of the topsoil is 3.5 m, and the buried depth of the bottom of the metro station is 18.7 m.
The coupled temperature-displacement analysis (CTDA) method in ABAQUS adopted
the C3D8T element as the element type. There are 156,177 nodes and 145,200 hexahedral
elements in this model.
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3.3. Boundary Conditions and Construction Simulation

The concrete and soil contact interaction relations are of a fourth boundary condition
(solid–solid boundary, with the contact considered). The concrete structure and air contact
interaction relations in the metro station are of a third boundary condition (solid–air
boundary). A simple support constraint was applied to the bottom surface of the soil,
and the displacement in the X- and Y-directions was constrained on two sides, while
the displacement in the Z-direction was constrained in the length direction. The surface
was treated as a free boundary (as shown in Figure 3b). The construction of the concrete
structure of the metro station uses an ABAQUS built-in function model change command
for excavation simulations. All the units of the concrete structure of the metro station are
removed first. Then, according to the construction pouring order, the concrete structural
units of the metro stations are activated successively according to the relevant loading steps
until the roof is poured and the soil is backfilled. When calculating the temperature field,
the initial temperature of the concrete is an important condition, and the initial temperature
of the concrete is the pouring temperature of the concrete. In this simulation, the initial
temperature of the concrete is 20 ◦C. The parameters used in this simulation are shown
in Table 1.
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Table 1. Thermal properties of concrete and foundation soil of the metro station.

Parameters Concrete (C35) Foundation Soil

Specific heat (kJ/kg·◦C) 0.98 0.8
Thermal conductivity (kJ/(m·h·◦C)) 9.8 7

Coefficient of thermal expansion 8 × 10−6 1 × 10−6

Density (kg/m3) 2400 1800
Initial temperature (◦C) 20 15

Poisson’s ratio 0.2 0.2

The fourth boundary condition (solid–solid boundary) is the contact interaction re-
lation between the concrete structure and the foundation soil in the metro station. The
adiabatic boundaries are set to the two sides and the bottom undersides of the foundation.
The boundary conditions for the calculation of the stress field include the bottom underside
of the foundation, which is constrained by a fixed support, the two sides of the founda-
tion, which are constrained in the horizontal direction, and the other surfaces that are free
boundaries. The concrete surface’s heat dissipation coefficient is closely related to wind
speed and surface roughness. The heat dissipation coefficient can be calculated via the
following expressions:

β = 21.06 + 13.83Va (for rough surface) (9)

β = 18.46 + 13.83Va (for smooth surface, Va is wind speed) (10)

In this study, the surface heat dissipation coefficient was 40 kJ/(m2·h·◦C). The thermal
conductivity of concrete does not change over time; thus, the time for concrete construction
pouring will be ignored. The temperature of the local area is fitted by the Fourier function
(see Equation (11)), and the fitting result is shown in Figure 4:

Ta(τ) = 16.42 + 13.55 cos
[π

6
(τ − 6.9)

]
(11)
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3.4. Calculation Results
3.4.1. Temperature Field

The variation law of the temperature and stress fields during concrete pouring was
calculated and analyzed. The bottom, top, and sidewall are essential components in the
concrete structure of the metro station. The temperature field distribution of the bottom
plate, top plate, and side wall of the metro station at the end of the construction period was
extracted, as shown in Figure 5. The following results can be obtained from Figure 5: the
temperature of the concrete in the bottom plate, roof, and side wall reaches the maximum
value at about 40 h to 50 h after pouring, dropping to about 20 ◦C at about 200 h, and finally
approaches ambient temperature. The maximum temperature of the bottom plate, top
plate, and sidewall is located in the center of the component because the heat dissipation
of the surface is faster than the heat dissipation of the central position. The temperature
curves of the bottom plate and the side wall have the same trend. The bottom surface of
the bottom plate and the left surface of the side wall are in contact with the soil, where
heat dissipation is faster than within the upper surface, and the temperature is lower than
the upper surface. The top and bottom surfaces are in contact with the air, so the top and
bottom surface temperatures are the same.
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Figure 5. Temperature of concrete structure of metro station varies with time.

3.4.2. Stress Field

Figure 6 shows the temperature and maximum principal stress distribution of the
concrete structure of a metro station at the end of the construction period. The maximum
principal stress was σ1 = 4.5 MPa at the end of the construction. Different positions of
the bottom plate, top plate, and sidewall were selected for analysis. Figure 7 shows that
the whole floor was subjected to tensile stress, and stress concentration was generated at
the joint of both sides of the floor and the end nodes due to the temperature difference.
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The stress of the upper surface of the plate is significant due to the loading. As seen in
Figure 6, early tensile stress is a process of constant growth. The temperature difference in
the middle position is significant, and the tensile stress increases the most.
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Figure 6. Temperature and maximum principal stress distribution of a concrete structure in a metro
station at the end of the construction period.
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Figure 7. Maximum principal stress of a concrete structure in a metro station varies with time.

As can be seen from Figure 7, the temperature stress of the side wall is smaller than that
of the bottom plate and top plate; the middle position of the inside side wall is compressed,
the upper and lower sides are tensioned, and the stress at the bottom of the side wall is
more significant than that at the top due to the gradient effect of earth pressure. As seen in
Figure 7, the temperature stress is very low in the early stage and increases more slowly on
the floor and roof.
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3.4.3. Damage Distribution

The concrete’s compressive characteristics or performance is significantly better than
the tensile characteristics, and tensile damage is the main type of concrete damage in the
process of pouring. During the concrete pouring process, the most vulnerable areas of
concrete could be obtained, and more attention should be paid to tensile damage during
construction. In the process of construction, the damaged area of concrete structures in the
metro station accumulates over time due to the temperature change over different concrete
ages. Figure 8 shows the damage to the concrete structure of the metro station at the end
of the construction period. It can be seen from Figure 9 that, from the beginning to the
completion of construction, the concrete damage distribution range is vast, and the damage
degree of each component is different. The maximum damage value was located at the
contact position between the middle plate and the upper and lower columns. The next
most damaged area was concentrated near the bottom of the side wall and on both sides
of the middle plate. The contact position between the middle plate, the upper and lower
columns, and the bottom of the side wall (places with significant damage) was selected
for damage analysis. The damage curves recorded by different analysis points are shown
in Figure 9.
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Figure 8. Damage distribution of side wall after pouring.
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3.5. Analysis and Discussion

In this paper, the damage and fracture of the concrete metro station induced by the
temperature stress were studied using elastic damage and thermal-mechanical FCAM.
The following views can be obtained from the calculation results. The temperature of the
concrete in the bottom plate, roof, and side wall reaches the maximum value at about 40 h to
50 h after pouring, dropping to about 20 ◦C at about 200 h, and finally approaches ambient
temperature. The maximum temperature of the bottom plate, top plate, and sidewall of the
metro station is located in the center of the component; the heat dissipation of the surface is
faster than the heat dissipation of the central position. The bottom surface of the bottom
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plate and the left surface of the side wall are in contact with the soil, where heat dissipation
is faster than within the upper surface, and the temperature is lower than the upper surface.
The temperature stress of the side wall is smaller than that of the bottom plate and top
plate. The middle position of the inside side wall is compressed, the upper and lower
sides are tensioned, and the stress at the bottom of the side wall is more significant than at
the top due to the gradient effect of earth pressure. The most vulnerable area to concrete
cracking can be obtained by comparing the damage value; the damage value increases
with time during the process of concrete pouring, and more attention should be paid to the
construction period.

During the concrete setting process, the cement and aggregate material will trigger
a hydration reaction and release heat. The heat and temperature of massive concrete struc-
tures, such as hydroelectric concrete dams, increase with the amount of cement used in the
pouring process. There is also a slight increase in heat and temperature during the pouring
of concrete structures in metro stations or other examples of underground space engineer-
ing. The temperature control of mass concrete has great significance in assuring concrete
engineering quality. The FEM code (e.g., MIDAS, ABAQUS) was wildly used to simulate
the temperature field of mass concrete in high-rise buildings or constructions [20,24,25].
The simulation and analysis of FEM are feasible as an efficient analysis method for tempera-
ture control and management. The existing temperature stress problems of concrete can be
extensively analyzed and studied by using the sequential coupling method. This method
analyzes the temperature field and stress field separately and identifies the distribution and
cracking of concrete cracks only through stress field analysis [26]. In fact, the whole process
of heat generation, damage evolution, and cracking during the concrete pouring process
cannot be directly predicted via the sequential coupling method. Current studies show that
the coupling problem of the temperature and stress field of concrete structures in complex
underground spaces can be analyzed efficiently via the elastic damaged constitutive model,
FEM, and FCAM for the temperature-stress field [27,28].

4. Conclusions

In this paper, the temperature-stress field and damage cracking caused by the hy-
dration exothermic reaction of concrete during the construction of a concrete structure in
a metro station was numerically analyzed using FCAM for the temperature-stress field.
The influence of different concrete compositions and their material properties were not
taken into account in this study. The following conclusions were obtained:

In this paper, FCAM for the temperature and stress field was used to comprehensively
consider the complex boundaries, construction sequences, and other factors, which can
simulate and analyze the pouring process of concrete metro station segments effectively
and reveal the change in temperature and the temperature stress of metro station con-
crete. A linear constitutive model for the thermal-mechanical damage of concrete was
programmed and imported into FEM code (ABAQUS) using the secondary development
interface UMATHT as a user subroutine.

Through calculation and analysis, it can be seen that the damage evolution and crack
propagation during concrete pouring is a process that accumulates over time. A reference
for the optimization of the design, operation, and risk management of a metro station can
be proposed by predicting concrete damage distribution. Moreover, damage distribution is
mainly found at the bottom of the side wall, where the board and the column will appear to
have significant damage, and attention should be paid to these parts during construction.

Based on the above analysis, the temperature stress will be reduced correspondingly,
and the maximum temperature stress occurrence time will be prolonged by adopting
thermal insulation measures. Therefore, in the process of metro station construction,
thermal insulation measures should be taken as far as possible to reduce the temperature
difference between the inside and outside. At the same time, the lowest hydration heat
for the cement should be used to reduce the amount of cement and the heat generated via
its hydration, and, as far as possible, reduce the temperature of the concrete close to the
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mold. This would predict and evaluate the distribution of damage and cracking of concrete
structures during the construction of a metro station, and act as a reference for the metro
station construction and operation.
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